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The HTFISE studies to data have Investigated a num-
ber of technical approaches for using the tharaai energy
produced in a high-temperature Tokamaic blanket to pro-
vide the electrical and thermal energy required to drive
a high-temperature (>1000*C) water electrolysis process.
Current emphasis is on too design points, c&e consistent
with electrolyzer peak Inlet temperatures of 14Q0*C,
which i s an extrapolation of present experience, and
ana consistent with a peak elactrolyzer temperature of
1100'C. This latter condition i s based an current lab-
oratory experience with high-temperature solid electro-
lyte fuel c e l l s . Our aajor conclusion co date i s that
the technical integration of fusion and high-cenperature
electrolysis appears to b« feasible and that overall
hydrogen production efficiencies of 50 to 55Z seem
possible.

Introduction

Zbe abil i ty of the high energy aeucrona produced
by fusion reactions to deeply penetrate and deposit en-
ergy in surrounding structures offers the prospect of
developing high temperatures in suitable blanket sate-
r ia l , which uould enhance Che efficiency of thermal-eo-
electrical power conversion as well as che util ization
of high teaperacure processes (>1000*C) for Che produc-
tion of hydrogen.- The objective of the work described
In this paper i s to investigate the potential merits of
coupling a Tokamak fusion reactor with a high tmnpera-
cura blanket Co a high-teoperature electrolysis process.

In prior work,: the STARTIRE commercial Tokanak
fusion reactor2 was direct ly used as the fusion driver.
This paper describes a ne» design obtained by scaling
the basic 3TARFHLE design to permit the achievement of
a blanket power of 6000 MM(th). The guidelines for the
current 37TI3E study are essentially similar to those
used la the development of the STARFXEE, reference
Tokamak reactor design. The final HYFIRE plant embodi-
ment wil l represent the tenth of a kind f irst genera-
tion plant. STA37I3E technology assumptions and design
features are used to che extent possible to permit con-
centration on high-tesperature blanket and baiance-of-
piant design issues. This approach will persit a direct
comparison with the economics of a fusion electric
plant.

la addition to the requirement for triciua self-
sufficiency, an laportant ground rule for this in i t ia l
series of studies was that hydrogen would be the oaly
product produced for sale. Thus, the electrical genera-
tion equipment and the overall power conversion process
are sized to exactly provide the electrical energy re-
quired to operate the Tokamak, electrolysis plant, and
balacce-of-plant systems. The possible operational and
economic advantages of trading off electrical produc-
tion againsc hydrogen production i s a subject for future
optimization studies.

The ?i',3ion Driver

Previous HIFIRE fusion high -Cemperacure electroly-
s is plant studies2 used the STAS2TZ3Z reactor design
directly. These studies indicated significant advant-
ages would be gained by going to somewhat larger device
design. The specific scale-up criterion used was the
attainment of a blanket thermal power of 6000 ar(th)>
while maintaining the reference STAB5TBE neutron wall
loading of 3.6 MW/m,

Key STARFIB2 physics assumptions were retained in
the scale-up procesa. These assumptions were: a) hot
ion-node plasma operation with the preferential cooling
of electrons; b) rf power for plasma heating and current
drive; c) steady-state operation; d) enhanced radiation
mode (high Z,ff) through the Injection of iodine; and
e) fueling by recycling and gas puffing.

The COAST1* Tokamak systems code was used to perfora
the scale-up computations in a self-consistent fashion,
using the above constraints and assumptions. This code
will subsequently be used to develop capital cost e s t i -
mates for the Tokamak system, again using component cose
models based on STASFI5Z.

Table 1

Summary of H7FZBE and S7AHFTSE plasaa parameters

Parameter (Chits)

Major radius (m)

Minor radius (a)

Electron density (a~ )

0"1" or T* density (m~3)

Zaff
Burn fraction

T, fueling rate (g/h)

Electron kT (ice?)

Ion feT (fee?)
Confinement, T_, a(a)

Confinement,«, ^Cs)

Confinement,"(s)

RF power (MW)
9 -1EF frequency (10 3 )

Plasma current (oA)

Plasms beta, C)

"ield-on-axis (T)

Fusion power (MK)

STAKFTSS

7.0

1.94

1.17xlU 2 0

0.40x10*°

3

0.40
56

16.3
23.5
3.6

10.0
1.3

?0.4
10.0
10.4
6.7

5.35
3500

HYFIRE

S.5

2.36

1.12xlO20

0.36x10"°
3

0.53

64

16.3

25.0

5.1

16.0

1.5

120

9.7

12. J

6.7

3.74

3300

This work va.3 performed under the auspices oi the 'J.S.
Department of Energy, 'Washington, D.C. 20545.

Tabla 1 summarizes the baseline 37FIRE plasma
parameters obtained through the scale-up process and
compares them with equivalent STASJIHE parameters. An
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important consequence of the. scala-up Is the relative
improvement in blank*: surface, area coverage. th« over-
a l l increase in corua surface ar«a obcalnad In going
from a major raditta of 7 a eo 3.5 o Is proportionately
larger than cha associated tacxaas* In surface arta
devoted eo rf waveguide, vacuum pumping and limitar
interfaces.

The High-Temneratura Reactor alankae

The key technological development required for eha
consideration of fusion aa a heat source for hydrogen
production is a high-teaparacura blankat. The two-
cemperature approach, first proposed by BNL3 for mini-
mm activity blankets, provides for eha dapoaition of
.t!ut built of the neutron energy la a hot interior region
which, i s eharaally insulated froa a cool*J? structural
shall. Heat is extracted at cuo different temperature
lavels by cwo different coolant streams. This blanket
dasign- approach Is cha key difference between eha STAR-
FTH2 and HYTTRE concepts, with eha exception of rela-
tive size.

The HY.FISE blanicet is required to provide hlgh-
cemparature steam for cha electrolysis procass, thermal
energy for efficient generation of electricity to oper-
ate the plant, and to bread sufficient tritium eo com-
pensate for burnup end process loaaaa. Two types of
blankat modules have been designed to aeet chase ra-
quiremancs, a steam-cooled "HIE" module with a eriei-
um breeding zone and a He-cooled tritiua breeding
"power" module. The relative numbers of each type of
nodule is an important design variable which can ba
adjusted eo erada tritium production off against high-
etmperature staaa and electrical power production. In
each case, the first wall and blanket structural mace-
rial is PCA (Prime Candidate Alloy) stainless steal
as in 5TARFIHE; however, in 37TC3E, eha statl shall is
cooled by pressurized water. The aodulea are arranged
along toroidal field lines since this minimizes dif-
ferences in overall blanket configuration and associ-
ated maintenance procedures between STASFTS2 and
HY7IS2.

The interior of the HTE steam nodules, shown in
Fig. 1, consists of rods of 2rO2 which are thermally
insulated from the steal shall. Materials compati-
bil ity -ests6 In steam and steam/hydrogen indicate
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Fig. 1 Steam-cooled blanket aodule.

Fig. 2 Halium-coolad blankat module

chat ZrO2 is suitable for lor.f-cera service up co at
leaat 1500*C. Aa with a l l blankat materials at this
Cine, the integrity of this material with respect to
long-term irradiation by high energy neutrons is un-
certain.

The HTE nodule util izes a relatively thin tritium
breeding layer outboard of eha steam-cooled HTE zone.
Conaistent with the STARFIHZ design, the tritium breed-
ing medium is LlAlOi. The design employs at least two
structural steel boundaries to minimize the potential
of tritium leakage into eha HTE steam circuit.

The tritium breeding/power production module,
shown in Fig. 2 also employs a lou-cemperaeure water-
cooled shall. The interior region is Ha-coolad and
contains n o distinct zonas. The inboard zone contains
a beryllium multiplier as wall as L1A1O2; the outboard
zone consists of SIC and L1A1O2. Since interior struc-
tural materials are minimized, the blanket may operate
at relatively high temperatures, which promotes eritium
removal as wall as -:ficitnt powar conversion. The
primary He steam (ac "'20 atm) exchanges heat with a
secondary Hi power conversion steam (at ^70 ata) in
small heat exchangers outboard of the blanket.

The High-Temperature Electrolysis Process

In view of theraodynamic efficiency limits on chei*-
aal-co-electrical power conversion cycles, it is clearlv
desirable to operate water decomposition processes such
that the ratio of thernai energy input -c electrical
energy input is aiaximized, consistent with practical
technological constraints- The ratio of cheraai-co-
elactrical energy Increases linearly with electrolysis
temperature. The successful development, on a labora-
tory scale, of high-cemperature fuej. cells'' offers the
opportunity eo consider che use of £b.is technology for
efficient high-cemperature electrolysis.

The 3Olid oxide electrolyte fuel cell technology,
developed by Westinghouse, has been tested satisfactor-
ily for thousands of hours at operacing temperatures of
lOOO'C. 3y operating ir. reverse, with dc power applied,
these cells have che potential for very high fusion :o
hydrogen energy conversion efficiencies.

The iasic electrolyzer cell stack configuration is
shown in Fig. 3. A succession of :his electrode layers
of suitably doped ceramics are deposiced on a Chick-
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Fig. 3. Sectional view of che high-temperature electro-
iyzer cel l stack based on the Vastiaghouse
solid electrolyte fuel ce l l .

walled porous ceramic tube of yceria-sttablilzed zirconia.
These thin layers comprise che hydrogen electrode, the
eleccrolyce (yccria-scabiliied zirconla) chat permits
ion transport (but not free electron transport), the
oxygen electrode, and the Interconnection layer between
cel ls . The electrodes are electrically connected in
series along each tube Co minimize I2& losses.

Arrays of eleccrolyzer tubes connected in parallel
within a large pressure vessel comprise an HTE process
aodule.3 The diameter of che vessel is of the order of
4 o and the length is about 7 m. The central plenum re-
ceives the hijh-ceaperatura steam generated In the HTE
aodules. The steam flows through the center of each
electrolyzer tube and the exit steam consists of a low-
er temperature steam and hydrogen mixture which is col-
lected in adjacent plenum*.

Either high- or low-fractional conversion of scaam
is possible, which has a bearing on the degree of re-
cycling of the HJ/HJQ exit scream* back through the
blanket sysxem for reheat. The selected approach pro-
vides for the electrolysis of only about 10% of the
steam during It3 transit through the electrolyzer to
keep che electrolyzer temperature at a high average
value.

An important issue in the application of the solid
oxide electrolyte technology Is the suitability of clec-
trolyzer operation at peak inlet temperatures of 1000*
to 1100*C, which is consistent with present experience,7

versus operation at ^1400*C which will yield improved
cycle efficiency at the expense of development risk. As
a consequence, two point designs are being pursued. The
first design, nearing completion, is directed at che
high-temperature regime of blankec and electrolyser
operation. During che aext twelve months, emphasis will
be placed on the lower temperature design point.

Fusion-High Temperature Sleccrolvsis System

A complete process flowsheec, shown in Fig. 4, has
been developed for the system coupling the high-temper-
ature blanket :o the higit-cemperature electrolysis and
electrical power generation subsystems, and material
flow and energy balances accomplished through the devel-
opment of a digital computer code to represent che over-
all cycle.

The overall plant can be thought of as having four
principle process circuits; a) the low temperature
water loop which extracts heat from the front wall of
the blanket elements; b) the helium loop; c) che sceam-
hydrogea loop which provides che dual function of slec-
cricicy generation and hydrogen production; and d) the
waste oxygen circuit. The steam-hydrogen loop is by
far che aost involved.
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Fig. 4 HTE cell design (Westinghouse fuel c e l l ) .

If the conversion of steam of hydrogen in che high
temperature electrolysers is to be limited to 102 (to
minimize electrical requirements), steps must be taken
to separate the produce hydrogen from the umsee steam.
One way to accomplish this separation is to cool the
process stream and condense out che wster. A produce
hydrogen stream In excess of 99Z purity can be achieved
in this way, baaed on recouperacive heat exchange ac
che high-temperature end of the process and normal
cooling tower water at the low-tcaperature end of the
process.

Table 1 summarizes key cycle parameters associated
with the high-cemperaeure design paint. These param-
eters are not final, and are subject to minor iteration.

Table 2

Sunaary of EOTRE plant parameters

Gross blanket thermal power, MW(t'i) 6000 blanket
Steam exit temperature, *C IA20 blanket
Helium exit temperature 300 high
Pressure turbine inlet temperature, *C 621 high
Pressure turbine Inlet pressure, XEa 7.59 low
Pressure turbine inlec tempera .urt, *C 533 low
Pressure turbine inlec pressure, M?a 3.43 total
Electrical power to electrolyzers, MWO) 1540 total
Thermal power to electrolyzers, MW(eh) 906
Production Me/day 1702

kg/to 70,909
Fusion power to hydrogen conversion
efficiency, ' 50

and Conclusions

The 377X311 studies to date have investigated a num-
ber of technical approaches for using che chcraal ener-
gy produced in a high-temperature Tokamak blanket to
provide the electrical and thermal energy required to
drive a high-temperature watar electrolysis process. Cur-
rent emphasis is on two design points, one consistent
with electrolyzer peak inlet temperatures of 1400*C,
which is an extrapolation of present experience, and one
consistent with 3 peak alacerolyzer temperature of
ilOO°C. This latter condition is based on current lab-
oratory experience with high-cemperaeure solid electro-
lyte fuel cel ls .

The Toicamak driver for 3YFia2 is based on the STAR-
?ISE reference commercial fusion power plant design. A
reference blanket design has bees selected, incorporat-
ing modules designed to produce high-temperature steam



«nd modules designed co breed erisium and provide pro-
cess heat. Aa initial process d«iign and plane lay-
out hae been completed; component cose and plane eco-
nomics studies are now underway to develop estimates
of Hydrogen production coats and eo determine the
sensitivity of this cose to changes in major design
paxaaacirs. Our major conclusion eo data is chat cha
technical Integration of fusion and high-temperature
electrolysis appaars to ba feasible and chat ovarall
hydrogen production efficiencies of 50 to 55Z 3*«m
posaibla.
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